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Day 1 Saturday 25 June 
We transferred from Stockholm Arlanda Airport to Öregrund with a stop for clouded apollo close to 
Östhammar. The clouded apollos were easy to find but they were moving around a lot, so we struggled a 
little to get some close-up photos. After a while everyone was with seeing this very scarce species. We also 
saw some pearly heaths and an Essex skipper that later turned out to be one of only two on this trip.  
 
Next we drove to the coastal town of Öregrund and took the ferry out to the island of Gräsö. There we 
turned immediately to spotting butterflies: northern brown argus, large wall brown, common blues and a 
meadow brown made a good start in this pretty location. It did take a while but finally the target species 
was seen: Glanville fritillary. Every one of the group got a good view of this beautiful creature. We returned 
to Öregund for dinner and some sleep. 
 
Day 2  Sunday 26 June  
The day started with transfer northwards for some birdwatching at Ledskärsviken. The weather was a little 
misty so we decided to spend some time by a coastal lagoon that is good for birds and lies along our route. 
Caspian terns looked gigantic around plenty of Arctic– and common - terns. Twenty or more male buffs in 
splendid summer plumage entertained us, and wood sandpipers, green sandpipers, spotted redshank,  
greenshank, whimbrel  and a peregrine falcon were added  to the bird list. After that we headed for 
Fjärilsvägen - "the Butterfly Road". Unfortunately the weather wasn’t ideal for butterflies - cold and windy. 
This pretty much ruined our chances of seeing several of our target species for the trip on this site. So we 
eventually headed southwards to Skultuna, our base for the rest of the trip, and hoped for better weather 
to come. A nice orange moth (Angerona prunaria) perched in the grass was one of few interesting finds on 
the site, and a large wall brown the only notable butterfly. 
 
Day 3  Monday 27 June 
Luckily the weather had improved and a warm sun was shining from a clear blue sky; such a difference from 
yesterday. 
 
  



 
 

Our first quest today was the poplar admiral, which required a 40 minute 
drive from the hotel to reach the best area. It turned out to be an 
extraordinary day with at least 12 individuals of this species!  We saw 
them basking on gravel roads, in the vegetation, soaring in the treetops, 
generally showing really well and offering some really good photo 
opportunities. A real poplar admiral bonanza! They have had a very good 
year, as they’re not normally this numerous. We enjoyed watching them 
for a good while we took a coffee break, and also spotted some 
cranberry blues and a painted lady.  
 
However, we had more targets to find today, and our next destination did not let us down. Almost on 
arrival we found the first scarce fritillary, marsh fritillaries and heath fritillaries. All in all we counted around 
30 individuals of scarce, about 20 marsh and five to eight heath fritillaries. Here we took a chance on the 
only spot for common goldenring, and were lucky to meet up with two nice specimens of this impressive 
dragonfly that were chasing up and down a small stream. Ten or so false heath fritillaries were also found 
on the site as well as small pearl-bordered fritillary. 
 
In the evening those who wished followed our extra guide for an evening drive-about, and enjoyed good 
views of pygmy owl and some impressive moose. 
 
Day 4 Tuesday 28 June 
Today dragonflies were our main focus and we headed south to take a boat trip on the old Hjälmare canal, 
an ancient waterway turned into a more natural riverlike habitat. Our vessel was a large, stable platform, 
like a floating wooden deck with furniture, a roof and an engine at the back. Two skippers showed us how 
surprisingly manouverable this large and comfortable vessel was. Downy emeralds (Cardulia aenea) and 
black-tailed skimmers (Orthetrum cancellatum) were showing instantly, large redeye damsels (Pyrrhosoma 
nymphula) were sitting on most lilypads as we passed. Blue featherlegs (Platycnemmis pennipes) were next 
to be identified, and four-spot chasers (Libellulas quadrimaculata) were abundant. But one of the real 
target species was lilypad whiteface (Leucorrhinia caudalis) and where the canal turns into a little lake with 
reed and bullrushes and plenty of lilypads, we found them. Showing well and perched on the lilypads, they 
also allowed us to approach closely.  We also found the next rarest of the Leucorrhinia species – yellow-
spotted whiteface (Leucorrhinia pectoralis) - a handsome dragonfly with a bright yellow spot at the end of 
the backline of red drops. Several males and some females were seen. An osprey and a greenshank flew 
over as well. 
 
After the boat trip, we drove a little way up to a small wetland in a forest clearing. Here we found several 
dragonflies sitting in the vegetation: several four-spotted chasers but also a couple of scarce chaser 

(Libellula fulva). After the picnic lunch, we made our way back 
towards Skultuna and a bit further north to a small forest lake. 
Some of us were lucky to observe one or two specimens of the 
exclusive dark (eastern) whiteface (Leucorrhinia albifrons). The even 
more lucky were overflown by a nice flock of beautifully summer-
plumaged bar-tailed godwits and a few grey plovers. Already 
migrating south. black-throated divers and crested tit were added 
to the bird list. A Real´s wood white was netted and identified, the 
first and only for the trip - an early flyer, but widespread in the area. 

 
In the evening we prepared for a visit to the nearby Black River – Svartån – our target being beaver. We saw 
five of them in the last evening light and on the way back to the hotel we listened to a Blyth's reed warbler 
singing, and saw two skulky birds that seemed to be juveniles of the Blyth´s. Probably only the second 
record of this species breeding in the county of Västmanland, the bird is a regular summer visitor from the 
east. 
 



 
 

Day 5  Wednesday 29 June 
This day was dedicated to the northern part of the county and pine forest bog habitats. The first bog we 
visited delivered some good butterflies, such as Baltic grayling, moorland clouded yellow, cranberry 
fritillary and large heath. The bog is also a good habitat for dragonflies and we increased the travel list with 
exclusive, little Arctic bluets (Coenagrion johanssonii) – here right on their southernmost limit – impressive 
and big bog hawkers (Aeshna subarctica), and the more numerous small whiteface (Leucorrhinia dubia).  
 
Between the first and the second bog we made a stop along the 
road, which turned out to offer some good photo opportunities for 
common swallowtail, poplar admiral, a very late female orange tip 
and - surprisingly –  several small pincertails (Onychogumphus 
forcipatus), an elusive dragonfly species that comes and goes and is 
difficult to show. Green hairstreak was a very late flyer and the only 
specimen of the trip. 
 
At the second bog we had some lunch and walked on the bog and 
along the dirt roads. Nothing much to see – although more moorland clouded yellows and common 
swallowails turned up so we decided to try for the most rare and unfortunately also declining butterfly 
species in Sweden – the Assman's fritillary. The location (one of only two known sites in the country) for 
this is a felling area along an old dirt road with a lot of the food plant Veronica chamaedrys. A crested tit 
was cheering to welcome us as we stepped out of the van. We had been informed that last season there 
were just three to five individuals recorded, and this year none so far. The date was perfect so it could be 
that they were just to about to hatch, or they were already extinct. Everybody could see what a great 
habitat this place offers for a lot of butterflies: pearly heath, heath fritillary, purple-edged copper, northern 
brown argus and geranium argus were noted. Sadly we didn´t find any Assman´s  (none were reported this 
whole summer as far as we know). However, we did have a very surprising observation of two yellow-
legged/scarce tortoiseshell, an eastern species that has increased in Sweden since a major influx a few 
years ago. After that we returned to our hotel in Skultuna. 
 
Day 6  Thursday 30 June 
We started the day with a trip southwards to Åsa gravfält to look for large blues. They didn’t fail us, and in 
total we spotted 15 individuals. Add to that several Queen of Spain fritillaries, common blues, large skipper, 
small copper, large wall brown, pearly heath and a couple of day-flying moths. The surroundings on the 
ridge were perfect, with old iron-age burial mounds, a nice view and some sunshine as well. Even woodlark 
were singing overhead. 
 
This afternoon we spent on the island and nature reserve Ängsö, located outside Västerås, an area with a 
lot of good habitats. The main target here was Niobe fritillary . The weather now turned against us as it 
quite suddenly got cloudy and windy, and even some small raindrops wet our backs. We tried a flowering 
meadow with some mazarine blues, Amanda's blues and northern brown argus. The Niobe seemed to be 
impossible to find. But eventually we did – on one of our camera–displays. Unfortunately just two of us 
really saw it.  Some high brown fritillaries and dark green fritillaries were also spotted before the rain got 
heavier and we decided to go back to Skultuna for dinner. 
 
Day 7 Friday 1 July 
Departure day but we still had a couple of challenges: the black tern and wryneck, both of which we had 
saved for last. So we headed up to Lake Fläcksjön. Over the north end of the lake plenty of black terns were 
flying about over the breeding site; about 25-30 pairs breed here. Common swifts and house martins were 
swarming about over farmhouses decorated in traditional red paint. The wryneck also showed very nicely.  
 
  



 
 

After this stop we tried again for black woodpecker but without success. A slight detour to a gravel ridge 
gave us a handful of green-underside blues. We took our final lunch break and birding stop at Lake 
Frövisjön to fill some gaps on the bird list: Slavonian grebe, black necked grebe, teals and several little gulls. 
Here we also got some very good views of white-tailed eagle. That was the end of the trip and we headed 
for the airport to fly home. 


